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About PA Speaker Stand
1. Easy height adjustment:The 5 Core speaker stand features a telescoping center column,

adjustable 40 "-72" with pin and screw locks. Durable metal construction for long-term use.

2. Tripod leg design:The PA speaker stand boasts tripod legs with a center brace for stability,
collapsible for easy transport. The speaker tripod stand can hold up heavy weights.

3. 35mm insert:The 35 mm compatible insert for all types of speakers. Ideal for heavy-duty
audio use.

4. Easy storage:The DJ speaker stands folds for easy storage and transport, suitable for home
and professional use.

5. Non-slip feet:5 Core universal speaker stand is designed with non-slip rubber feet to give
stability while in use.

PA Speaker Stand Description
Featuring a telescoping center column that can be easily adjusted from 40 inches to 72
inches, our speaker stand allows you to find the perfect height for your speakers easily.
The sturdy pin and screw locks on PA Speaker Stand ensure that the stand stays
securely in place, while the rugged and durable metal construction tubing guarantees
long-term use.

Designed with a tripod leg and center brace that connects legs for increased stability,
our speaker stands can hold up to heavy-weight easily, making it the ideal choice for
the loudspeaker, PA speaker, DJ speaker, studio monitors, and more. Plus, the 35mm
compatible insert means that it's compatible with all types of speakers.

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority with a proven track record of delivering
the highest quality product since 1984.

PA Speaker Stand Features



VERSATILE RUGGED AND
DURABLE

TENSION LOCKING 35MM INSERT

The speaker stand
has a stable base for
stage or studio use,
with equal length
distribution.

Telescoping center
column adjustable
from 40 " to 72" pin
and screw locks.

Increased stability with
tension locking
mechanism, collapsible
for easy transportation.

The PA speaker
stands are
compatible with a
35mm insert for
various audio
equipment.

Product specification:

● Adjustability: 40 to 72 inches
● Color- Black
● Material- Metal
● Stand weight- 3.8 lbs

Package includes

● 4x PA Speaker Stand

PA Speaker Stand Usages

Elevate home theater speakers for optimal sound quality.

The PA speaker stands on stage during the live performance.
Display PA or DJ speakers or monitors during trade shows.

The PA speaker stand can also be used to stabilize loudspeakers.

Speaker stands support studio monitors for professional audio recording.

Benefits of PA Speaker Stand

The speaker stand increases stability and safety.



The PA Speaker Stand offers protection against accidental bumps or falls.

Easily adjustable height and position for tailored sound projection.

Enhance sound quality by elevating the speakers to optimal listening height.

The DJ speaker stands can reduce unwanted vibration, resulting in superior sound
quality.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Universal Floor-Standing Speaker Stand Mounts.

Works with All Speakers with 35mm Compatible Insert.

Easily collapsible design for easy storage and portability.

Quick and Easy Telescoping Height Adjustment, 40 72 Inches.

Durable construction made from heavy-duty metal, it is built to last.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.



The Trustworthy Choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

PA Speaker Stand Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

35mm Insert Yes No

Telescoping Height Yes No

Best deal Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards.

Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected before they are sent to the end user,
ensuring that the customers receive products of the highest quality and reliability. With
a commitment to quality, affordability, and customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand
people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A

Question:What kind of speakers can be used with a speaker stand?

Answer:Most speaker stands are designed to be compatible with a wide range of
speakers, including PA speakers, studio monitors, and home theater speakers. It's
important to check the specifications of your speaker stand to ensure compatibility
with your specific speakers.



Question: How do I choose the right height for my PA Speaker Stand?

Answer: The height of your speaker stand will depend on a number of factors, including
the size of your speakers, the size of the room, and your personal listening preferences.
Generally speaking, it's best to position your speakers at ear level for optimum sound
quality. Some speaker stands have adjustable height settings to accommodate
different preferences.

Question: Can I use the speaker stand for outdoor events?

Answer: Yes, the 5 Core speaker stands are designed for outdoor use as well.

Question: How much weight is it?

Answer: The stand is 3.8 lbs.

Question:What color is the stand?

Answer: The stand is black in color.


